
Five couples want to refresh their homes by remodeling a room from their houses. Figure out their budgets, and which rooms

they are remodeling.

Cart: black, blue, orange, pink, yellow

Husband: Quincy, Stephen, Timothy, Ulysses, Zack

Wife: Carol, Rachel, Theresa, Ursula, Victoria

Room: bathroom, bedroom, game room, guest room, living

room

Budget: $2,000, $4,000, $6,000, $8,000, $10,000

Inspiration: blog, book, catalog, exhibition, magazine

The couple guiding the Yellow cart were inspired by a

Catalog.

Ursula and her husband are located somewhere

between the couple guiding the Orange cart and

Victoria and her husband, in this order.

Right after Timothy and his wife are the couple with a

$4,000 budget.

The couple with the Orange cart is located somewhere

between the couple remodeling a Bathroom and Zack

and his wife, in that order.

The couple remodeling the Bedroom is next to the

couple remodeling the Game Room.

Ursula and her husband are guiding the Pink cart.

The couple who got their inspiration from an

Exhibition are guiding the Orange cart.

The Orange cart couple is located between the couple

inspired by a Magazine and the couple doing their

Game Room, in that order.

Quincy and his wife are right before the couple who got

their inspiration from a Blog.

Zack and his wife are located somewhere to the right of

the couple guiding the Black cart.

The couple guiding the Black cart are working with a

$6,000 budget.

Carol and her husband are somewhere between Ulysses

and his wife and Rachel and her husband, in that order.

The Black cart couple is immediately after the couple

with the biggest budget.

The couple with the smallest budget were inspired by a

Book.

The couple remodeling their Bedroom is next to the

couple with a $6,000 Budget.

The couple guiding the Blue cart got their inspiration

from a Magazine.

Timothy and his wife are remodeling a Guest Room.

The Orange cart couple is somewhere between the Blue

cart couple and the couple who were inspired by a Blog,

in that order.
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Five couples want to refresh their homes by remodeling a room from their houses. Figure out their budgets, and which rooms

they are remodeling.

Cart: black, blue, orange, pink, yellow

Husband: Quincy, Stephen, Timothy, Ulysses, Zack

Wife: Carol, Rachel, Theresa, Ursula, Victoria

Room: bathroom, bedroom, game room, guest room, living

room

Budget: $2,000, $4,000, $6,000, $8,000, $10,000

Inspiration: blog, book, catalog, exhibition, magazine

The couple guiding the Yellow cart were inspired by a

Catalog.

Ursula and her husband are located somewhere

between the couple guiding the Orange cart and

Victoria and her husband, in this order.

Right after Timothy and his wife are the couple with a

$4,000 budget.

The couple with the Orange cart is located somewhere

between the couple remodeling a Bathroom and Zack

and his wife, in that order.

The couple remodeling the Bedroom is next to the

couple remodeling the Game Room.

Ursula and her husband are guiding the Pink cart.

The couple who got their inspiration from an

Exhibition are guiding the Orange cart.

The Orange cart couple is located between the couple

inspired by a Magazine and the couple doing their

Game Room, in that order.

Quincy and his wife are right before the couple who got

their inspiration from a Blog.

Zack and his wife are located somewhere to the right of

the couple guiding the Black cart.

The couple guiding the Black cart are working with a

$6,000 budget.

Carol and her husband are somewhere between Ulysses

and his wife and Rachel and her husband, in that order.

The Black cart couple is immediately after the couple

with the biggest budget.

The couple with the smallest budget were inspired by a

Book.

The couple remodeling their Bedroom is next to the

couple with a $6,000 Budget.

The couple guiding the Blue cart got their inspiration

from a Magazine.

Timothy and his wife are remodeling a Guest Room.

The Orange cart couple is somewhere between the Blue

cart couple and the couple who were inspired by a Blog,

in that order.
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Couple #1 Couple #2 Couple #3 Couple #4 Couple #5

Cart bl�� orange black pink ye��ow

Husband Ulys��s Quincy S��p��n Timothy Zack

Wife T����sa Carol Rac��l Urs��a Victoria

Room bathroom bedroom ga�� room g��st room living room

Budget $8,000 $10,000 $6,000 $2,000 $4,000

Inspiration magazi�� exhibition blog book cat��og
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